Conjugate the phrasal verbs in each sentence so that it makes sense in each context

1. Are you eager ____________________ (Drop out) of your course?
2. Do you find it difficult ________________ (Deal with) your work-load?
3. How often do you ________________ (Think over) you career and studies?
4. What are you _________________ (Get at) when you talk about your school?
5. Do you usually ________________ (Catch on) to new things easily?
6. What subject would you _______________ (Go for) if you could return to university?
7. Have you ever __________________ (Find out) anything amazing in a course?
8. Do you ever _________________ (Go over) your notes before exams?
9. Is it a good idea ___________________ (Take down) notes while you listen to the teacher?
10. Do you ever worry about _______________ (Fall behind) with your studies?

*Ask and answer the questions with your partner
1. to drop out
2. to deal with
3. think over
4. getting at
5. catch on
6. go for
7. found out
8. go over
9. to take down
10. falling behind